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Introduction : Water they say is life, and indeed they were right.
With about 70% of the earth’s cover being water, it undeniably
becomes one of our greatest resources. As young students, we
learned about the various ways to conserve water; coming to think
of it, water is used in almost every important human chores and
processes. It is an important element in both domestic as well as
industrial purposes. However a closer inspection of our water
resources today, give us a rude shock.
Infested with waste ranging from floating plastic bags to chemical waste, our water bodies have
turned into a pool of poison. The contamination of water bodies in simplest words means water
pollution. Thereby the abuse of lakes, ponds, oceans, rivers, reservoirs etc is water
pollution. Pollution of water occurs when substances that will modify the water in negative
fashion are discharged in it

What is water pollution?
Water pollution can be defined in many ways. Usually, it means one or more substances have
built up in water to such an extent that they cause problems for animals or people. Oceans, lakes,
rivers, and other inland waters can naturally clean up a certain amount of pollution by dispersing
it harmlessly. If you poured a cup of black ink into a river, the ink would quickly disappear into
the river's much larger volume of clean water. The ink would still be there in the river, but in such
a low concentration that you would not be able to see it. At such low levels, the chemicals in the
ink probably would not present any real problem. However, if you poured gallons of ink into a
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